
Iconic Barossa

Only a short drive north-east of
Adelaide, the Barossa is an
internationally-acclaimed haven
of over eighty high-profile
wineries and a range of artisanal
food producers. Boasting a
specialty in Shiraz and Cabernets,
the Barossa is an epicurean
delight and traveller-favourite
getaway destination. 

Today you’ll explore this
acclaimed region, beginning after
breakfast at your accommodation
where your private local guide will
pick you up. Enjoy the scenic
travel en route through idyllic
Australian countryside lined with
cycling and walking trails, a
patchwork of parishes and
townships, gumtrees and classic
Australiana scenery as you make
your way to the Barossa. 

Upon arrival, you’ll visit to
Mengler’s Hill Lookout which offers
panoramic scenery across the
vibrant vineyards, 19th century
architecture, and scenic
countryside. On site, explore the
sculptures that dot the hillside
made by local and international
sculptors. After soaking up the
scenery, delve into the range of
iconic Barossa institutions and
discover its longstanding heritage.

Your first stop is Torbreck Vintners.
You will enjoy a private tasting of
their seasonal offerings, and a
walk through the winery itself,
including a visit to their barrel hall.
Visit the cellar door, and sample
their range of signature and
internationally-acclaimed Red
varietals in their tasting room. 
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After your tasting, you’ll dine at
one of the region’s spectacular
restaurants, with selected
beverages to complement. With a
strong regional focus across the
menu, you’ll enjoy flavoursome
food with rich, decadent flavours.

Once fed and satisfied, you’ll visit
acclaimed Seppeltsfield Winery, a
pillar of the Barossa winemaking
community dating back to 1850.
Take a private tour through the
property, and enjoy the
cornerstone experience with the
Taste Your Birth Year Vintage
experience by indulging in their
famous tawny, straight from the
barrel. 

Left: 
Seppeltsfield
(SATC & Gab

Rivera) 
 

Right: 
Torbreck

Barrels (SATC
& Sven
Kovac)

When touring through the winery,
you'll walk through the longest
lineage of single vintage wines
dating back from 1878. Time
permitting, you may also explore
the Jam Factory on the
Seppeltsfield site, a unique not-
for-profit supporting Australian
design and craftsmanship in art.

You may enjoy customised
options tailored to your interests
alongside these experiences, with
free leisure time to explore this
stunning region, as well exploring
additional venues as time permits
before journeying back your
accommodation.
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Inclusions
Full day of private touring with local

guide in a luxury vehicle, including

morning tea

Lunch at a premium restaurant in

the area, including selected

beverages 

Taste Your Birth Year Experience at

Seppeltsfield Winery

Premium tasting experiences and

tours at Torbreck Vintners and

Seppeltsfield Winery 

Premium tasting experiences at

other Barossa venues as time

permits

For all current pricing and availability,

please enquire directly to

touring@thetailor.com

or refer to our website.
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Pricing
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Inclusions

mailto:touring@thetailor.com
https://thetailortouring.com/private-barossa-tour/

